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About This Content

Explore the dark depths of the Slums of Brightholme! This expansion adds four new maps that will once again brutally
challenge your maze building abilities! Play with the new unlockable towers such as the crazy random Makeshift tower, or saw
your foes up into pieces with the very first melee weapon in Sanctum 2 – the Circle Saw! Of course you’ll see new enemies as
well, such as the Infected Explorer, a hybrid between a human and a Walker. And finally, there will be seven new unlockable

perks, including the Thor Module, that causes towers to emit shockwaves whenever they kill an enemy.

Key Features:

THOR MODULE!

4 New Unique Maps - Explore the dark side of Elysion!

2 New Weapons - Nailgun and CIRCLE SAW!

2 New Towers

2 New Enemies

7 Additional Perks ( incl THOR MODULE )

Note: Ruins of Brightholme is included in the Sanctum 2 Season Pass and is part 2/4 in a series of DLC for Sanctum 2
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sanctum 2 ruins of brightholme

cool little shooter that is fun but only takes around an hour tops to complete. The devs did fairly well on capturing the doom feel
but putting it into a more modernised universe. my only critisim, is that when i beat the boss, nothing happened, the pillar in the
middle just span. completing it again, i got the acctual ending.. I absolutely love building simulation type games like Rimworld
and Cities Skylines so when I heard about this game I had to get it. Overall, I enjoyed playing this game but it could definitely
use some improvements. At first, it's a bit of a challenge to be able to get enough resources to sustain your town but I like the
challenge.. What do you get if you try to put the mechanics of a Mario game into a shmup? Hyper Bounce Blast is what!

This game is awesome, it's like shmup equivalent of patting your head whilst rubbing your tummy - playing a twin stick shooter
to kill off the red \/ green bad guys whilst simultaneously trying to keep airbourne by bouncing off the blue ones so that your
shield stays active and you can absorb enemy bullets to charge your hyper for the bosses.

Like all shmups it improves as you learn the levels, and the bosses are sort of where this game shines, they're a cross between
the koopa bosses out of Super Mario World on the SNES and geometry wars.

Regardless of anything else, this game is worth owning just for the sheer audacity of the play mechanic combination!!. its a cute
little game you could play 10-20 minutes a day every couple hours .

energy game . 10 minutes per one energy . pve very quickly begins to require 2-3-4 energy per attempt .
progress slows to a devouring mud bog once you reach chapter 4 - the void .

they claim unlimited pvp = arena . arena requires you to reach bounty rank 5 = will take a couple days , unless you pay.

pvp is like slamming your face into a table . if you are not loaded with epics and legends you will get destroyed most of the time
.
--zero rewards for losses in arena , death spiral to nowhere with zero improvement .
*while waiting 10 minutes for one energy , unless you pay*
-arena rewards are locked behind 3 and 6 hour timers , unless you pay .
--arena access requires rank 5 in bounties .

bounties*pvp async* are behind 30 minute timewalls . you can bank up bounty battles , more at higher ranks , starting at 5
bounties .
-once you are done the wait begins , unless you pay .
bounties start off manageable then you will lose more and more as you rise and run into large epics , full epic decks , and uber
legend cards .
--lost in bounty gives you a small amount of gold . lose 20 times and you can buy one common card .. GREAT DLC HIGHLY
RECOMMEND !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. An absolute must-play, I loved every second of it and cried for weeks
after it ended :^). If you want to spend your weekends at home chilling and playing somw good games.Partu Hard Tycoon is a
great option.This game has everything to interest you-starting from the amazing plot and finishing with a big variety of
missions.I really recommend you to install this game.. I got this free from a Humble Bundle. If I had paid money for this I
would be incredibly sad, especially at a $10 price point directly from Steam.

First Impressions This looks like a bad iPad game written in Unity. Probably because it is.

Controls The entire UI is clearly based around a touch screen, with the cursor acting as a glorified finger. You can't adjust
sound levels in the game, I had to adjust them in Windows mixer because it screams at you. You can enable/disable the horrible
music with a button on the start screen, that is the extent of the options menu. There are only a couple keybindings, and none are
really useful except for undo.

Further Play So after beating the Tutorial missions I wanted to try some of the harder ones. Nope, I have to replay the tutorial
missions to get 25 "badges."

Badges Badges are horrible. It's literally impossible to accomplish all of them in one run, and for the two budget-based ones
there are one, maybe two solutions for each. It's infuriating how low the budgets are set, you genuinely do have to do it
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EXACTLY like it wants you to otherwise you go over budget or load.

If this was a iPad/Android Tablet game it would be subpar. On a computer this is just horrible. And it's a ripoff of Bridge
Project, which is vastly superior.
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- Nonexistent checkpoints
- Boring combat (there is only one viable move - perfect dodge ... I am serious)
- Uninteresting weapon leveling system (upgrading your weapons does close to nothing)
- Useless progression system (your stats increase significantly only until you hit level 10 of Health\/Strength\/Arcane. Any
further point you put there will increase the value only by small amount ... this turns the currency you use to buy the skill points
(souls) completely useless by the time you reach half of the game)
- Terrible camera and even worse focus system
- All enemies resspawn when you die. Why? F you! That's why!
- No finishers
- No skilltree
- No abilities
- No cool combos
- No fun

All this makes it easily the worst Darksiders game so far.
As a huge Darksiders fan and big fan of other THQ titles, this game is utter disapointment and I will pretend it doesn't exist.. It's
fine I guess.
Fast game.. I have some complaints about it, mainly presentation wise. The text to voice software didn't do the game any favors,
I seriously would've looked for some real voice talent for this. My mouse kept getting off center and it got to be annoying at
times.

The atmosphere was really good and I didn't see the twist coming until near the end. One thing that might've made it a bit better
is if the choices had a bit more of an impact on the story, say Adam coming to terms with what he'd done or going even deeper
into denial.

It was short but it did what it needed to.. This is a tentative recommend. Personally I think PM2 is better, the endings here seem
much shorter and it just feels less complex than PM2. However, all that isn't the reason for the tentative recommend. The major
issue appear to be in translating/porting this to a modern computer. Text can advance far too quickly to read for example. From
the youtube video I saw of their port of PM2 the problem is with more than just the PM3 port.

What concerns me about supporting these localizations is that everything I have seen of the PM2 port indicates that the
translation is worse than SoftEgg's. Though the MS-Dos version could also run into text speed issues on computers more
advanced than it was designed to run on.

That said I told myself way back when I played a copy of the leaked SoftEgg localization that I would support these games if
they got an english release. So that is what I have done. Even if I don't play PM2 again, though I should just so I can compare
the localizations, the simple fact is I got plenty of hours out of it a decade and half? ago. So this is me paying up now that there
is someone to take my money.. I like this game because it's that tipe of game that you play aflter a CS:GO match.
It's very well made and for me,that's the game that you play when you are bored.
. I wish the OST's were in FLAC form instead of MP3 for better sound fidelity but I'm still glad that I even have the OST's in
the first place. Oh and the wallpapers I will be using right away! Their awesome :). tries to login
email already associated
forgot password
enters email on website
message failed to send

...\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game. This game is so much fun, if you like tanks, robots and sci-fi!. Really good game,
although alot of problems

Such as: People not being able to start the game without it crashing,game not saving any data during a playthrough of the
campaign meaning you have to playthrough it again,graphics cutting out,stupid AI

I played this game on the 360 8 years ago and it was really fun although some of the problems that ive listed were in it way
before the company that made the game went belly up,it's a shame that the devs didnt fix these issues for they had a good year
or two to fix it.
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Dont forget to install the legacy driver alot of old games use it

Also the Multiplayer is not dead a few people made a discord and they get together there and there to have a good old macth of
multiplayer.

I would have given the game 9/10 8 years ago but now even since the company went belly and the fact that you have to use the
ancient legacy driver I give it a 7/10

. A unique piece of art. The developers did a fantastic job.
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